Updating the physiology, exploration and disease relevance of complement factor H.
The factor H (FH) protein (also known as beta1H globulin) is the main regulator of the complement alternative pathway. It exhibits multivalent binding sites to the complement component C3b, and polyanions and one binding site to sialic acid and cell surfaces. These multiple binding sites confer to FH a decay-accelerating factor activity in the fluid phase as well as at the cell surface. A defect in FH activity or a FH protein deficiency triggers chronic inflammation and tissue injury, leading to various disorders impacting the kidney or the eye. In contrast, some pathogens, as well as cancer cells, develop various strategies to bind FH and thereby subvert a complement attack. We focus on the functions of FH, and review the main pathological conditions in which FH is involved. Since the pathogenesis is elusive, appropriate FH dosage in biological fluids and FH gene analysis may help in improving understanding of such diseases.